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How it started…
Want to know 
X? Join our 
webinar!

Relatable 
statement. Read 
the blog!

Intriguing 
question. Context! 
Read this.



How it’s going…

130,000+ followers

Verified account

Government org

80,000+ followers

Verified account

Credible author

16,000+ followers

Niche interest

<1 year old



But why? 😫



Google puts 
answers in SERP

In 2020, 65% of Google 
searches ended without a 
click.

This can be good for users.

Yet bad for publishers and 
small businesses.



Social media rewards 
native content

Twitter’s algorithm favors 

threads over linked content.

LinkedIn’s algorithm favors 

comments.

Instagram doesn’t allow links in 

captions. Only recently began 

allowing them in stories.



The platforms reward Zero-Click Behavior



The “old” way of marketing your

content

doesn’t work anymore.

eventproductbusiness



Optimize for Google.

Optimize for impressions.

a.k.a. We have to write really, 
really good content. 😫



Zero-Click Content:

Content that offers standalone value 
with no need to click.



Lots of examples from our peers…

2-minute videos 
posted directly on 
LinkedIn.

Blog posts rewritten 
as threads.

150-word insights 
posted on LinkedIn.



From other businesses and industries…

90,000+ Instagram 
followers

…who are VERY 
engaged with their 
content!



From other businesses and industries…

1.68 million YouTube 
subscribers

2-5 minute clips of the 
juiciest parts of his 
interviews



From other businesses and industries…

Redfin CEO… starring… in a 
Netflix show about home 
buying and selling?!



Cool, but how?

Repeatable frameworks ahead!



Optimize for 
Engagement Streaks 
to Get Social Visibility, 
Followers, & Traffic



Give Networks 
What They Want:
A) Content that keeps users 
on the platform (i.e. no links)

B) Posts that earn either 
replies or repeat visits/clicks 
(more so than likes/shares)

C) Visual & video formats, 
shocking headlines, and/or 
surprising & unexpected 
content



Give Followers 
What They Want:
A) Consistency of focus. Sadly, 
people tend not to like deviation 
from the initial reason they 
followed you.

B) High controversy AND 
belief-reinforcing content.

C) Content that’s easy to consume 
& process (shorter, more visual, 
more emotional content tends to 
work)



Macro Micro

Industry or category 
trends

What your audience 
consumes

Bridge the gap

frontpagemetrics.com

Give YOUR Followers What They Want



Engage, draw traffic, repeat.
High engagement, 

non-promotional post

High engagement, 
non-promotional post

Promotion w/ CTA

High engagement, 
non-promotional post

These earn brand 
exposure & new 

followers

High engagement, 
non-promotional post



Engage, draw traffic, repeat.
High engagement, 

non-promotional post

High engagement, 
non-promotional post

Promotion w/ CTA

High engagement, 
non-promotional post

High engagement, 
non-promotional post

This capitalizes on your 
algorithmic reputation, & 

sends clicks back to your site



Tactic 1: Give away 
the punchline

This works well for repurposing 

completed content.

● 500+ likes on tweet

● Most clicked-on email 

promo this year

● 900+ registrants



Tactic 2: Summarize 
the heart of your idea

Share an outline, items in a list, 

or a standalone thought!

● Remember: clicking should 

be optional

● Done well, you can do this 

multiple times with 1 piece 

of content



Tactic 3: Post a 
defensible hot take

Works well for long-form 

content with full context.

● Don’t be salacious for the 

sake of being salacious

● Add the link after you get 

engagement

● Defend your claim



But wait! 
What about executive buy-in? 🤔



Sustainable operations

1-2 LinkedIn posts

1 Twitter thread + 3 tweets

1 webinar

1 conference presentation

1 blog post = 1 video



The counterintuitive outcome…

Goofy joke that 
took me 2 hours 
to make. 😏

2,000-word blog 
post where I defend 
my claim. 🤓

The opportunity 
to present this to 
700+ people at 
MozCon. 😭



Learn more about 
audience research

sparktoro.com/audience-research-

newsletter

Our every-other-Thursday newsletter

sparktoro.com/tools

Fake Follower Audit, Trending, 

SparkScore

sparktoro.com

Audience research & data



Learn more from me, 
Amanda Natividad

twitter.com/amandanat

I’m most active here!

amandanat.com

Twice-monthly-ish newsletter

maven.com/amandanat/content-

marketing

I teach Content Marketing 201.



Thank you!


